Route description AkzoNobel Center
AkzoNobel Center
Christian Neefestraat 2
1077 WW Amsterdam
Phone + 31 20 50 27 555

By car along the A10
Coming from Utrecht/Eindhoven (exit S109)
On the A10 take exit S109 to Europaboulevard/S109 - Zuideramstel, Amsterdam. Take exit S109 to Buitenveldert.
After 300 meters turn left onto Europaboulevard/S109. After 800 meters turn right onto de Boelelaan. Then take a right at traffic lights to
Beethovenstraat. After viaduct first right (= Christian Neefestraat).

Coming from Schiphol Airport/The Hague/Rotterdam (exit S109)
Take exit S109 towards S110/RAI/Rivierenbuurt. Turn right onto Europaboulevard/S109 (follow signs for Centrum/S110). Turn left onto de
Boelelaan. Then take a right at traffic lights to Beethovenstraat. After viaduct first right (= Christian Neefestraat).

Parking
Visitors
There is limited visitor parking in the parking garage. Should this be occupied, there are various alternatives in the surrounding area. All parking
is paid parking, to be paid for by the person parking his/her car.

Public transport
The AkzoNobel Center is situated by the Beatrixpark at a short walking distance from the Amsterdam Zuid Station in the Zuidas area. From the
Amsterdam Zuid station walk in the direction of Zuidplein (north side), leaving the station turn right into Mathijs Vermeulenpad. Walk parallel to
the railway track with the buildings on your left-hand side. At the end of the road you will see the AkzoNobel Center in front of you.

Coming from Amsterdam Central Station:
Take bus 51 to Amsterdam Zuid, journey time is approx. 20 minutes. Alternatively, take tram 5, which leaves from the Central Station for
Amsterdam Zuid every five minutes.

Coming from Amsterdam Sloterdijk station:
From Amsterdam Sloterdijk take subway line 50 to Amsterdam Zuid Station. The subway leaves every 10 minutes with a journey time of approx.
14 minutes.

Coming from Schiphol Airport:
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Beethoven straat

There is a train to Amsterdam Zuid Station every 15 minutes. The journey takes approx. 7 minutes. Alternatively, you can take a taxi,
which takes (about) 25 minutes and will cost about €30.-.
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